RUNTZ ™ BALL CHAIR
Testimonials from Global Educator Institute (GEI)
The Safco ® Products Runtz™ Ball Chair has been endorsed by GEI. These products have been
donated by Safco, and have been analyzed by teachers and administrators in school
environments where they are incorporated into classroom activities. While in the classroom, these
products are subjected to an in-depth analysis that evaluates effectiveness, durability, value and
ease of use. Below are testimonials from the GEI educators who reviewed the Runtz Ball Chair.

“When my students were not using this wonderful seat, I was enjoying it! It was comfortable,
allowed for just the right amount of movement, and fit nicely into our classroom.”

Nichole O., OH, GEI Reviewer

“Students who have a hard time staying still in their seats enjoyed the Runtz Ball Chair.”

“The Runtz Ball Chair is perfect for small group use in a classroom or resources room.”

Kristen B ., MI, GEI Reviewer

“The students really did enjoy sitting on the chair while I taught. While it did require balance, they
loved the comfort and the ability to bounce.”

“Students enjoyed the provocative shape of the chair. Letting their curiosity win them over, students
are naturally drawn to it and want to sit and enjoy it. It blended in with the classroom perfectly and
was extremely multi-functional.”

“The Runtz Ball Chair would be great addition to a classroom with students that have high levels of
activity and need to move around to concentrate.”

“The Runtz Ball Chair enhances a classroom environment by allowing students to concentrate and
pay attention while ‘getting the wiggles out.’”

“As an educator, it is often difficult to find different ways to hold a student’s attention. This
product allowed for that and provided a seating solution that made gaining knowledge more
comfortable and less restrictive than atraditional chair.”

Olivia M., TX, GEI Reviewer

“Considering the high quality materials that make up this chair, it is priced appropriately and will last.”

“When my students were not using this wonderful seat, I was enjoying it! It was comfortable, allowed
for just the right amount of movement, and fit nicely into our classroom.”

“I enjoyed using the Runtz Ball Chair in my classroom. Multiple teachers came into my room and
enjoyed it with me.”

“The size of the chair fits perfectly under student desks as well as for my teacher desk. Having to
rotate the ball through students was difficult — I would love one for each of my students.”

“I loved how I could sit on the Runtz Ball Chair and my legs fit under my table. From my biggest kid to
my smallest kid, they all fit under the student desks.”

“The Runtz Ball Chair was great on my posture and allowed for ample movement when the students
used it.”

Nichole O., OH, GEI Reviewer

